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Remorse for what?
You people have done everything in the world to me.
Doesn't that give me equal right?
I can do anything I want to you people
Anytime I want to.
Because that's what youve done to me.

CHORUS:
Class time horror
School room slaughter
Suburban rampage
All must pay.

Almost every day I gotta deal with you in the hallway
Worrying about what you might say
Can I just walk by and maybe say hi
Without you telling me that I need to die
What have I done to you?
How come I can't be cool?
Why I gotta be afraid to walk through the school?
I hate you
But I can't do a thing
Cause the principle loves you and hates me
Nobody talks or do you wanna be friends
And if someone does then it's all pretend
No one cares and it fucking hurts
How did I earn this fucking curse?
Constantly thrown in the fucking dirt.
Some day I swear Ima fucking burst.
Pale white skin in a Manson shirt
Just cause of that Ima fuckin nerd.
Can't take this anymore
Getting spit on, tripped, and kicked on the floor
By a preppy jock or a richie whore
What the fuck do you hate me for?
How much longer will this go on?
When will I learn what I did wrong?
Keep on pushin my buttons and I swear to God
One day you're gonna trigger a bomb

CHORUS X1
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On the bus ride home
I'm sittin alone
Curled up in a ball
Until I get home
Go into the house it's dark again
No friends to call and the room just spins.
Things go through my mind I mean the horrible kind.
Cock back and I lock my mind.
Look for answers and what I find
This darkness man I feel so blind.
What have I done to make the world hate me?
Give me a break this is the way God made me.
Why do you act like such assholes over trivial shit like
music and clothes?
I've known yall almost all my life
What made you guys not wanna be nice?
We were friends back then what the fuck is changing?
Nothing but static inside my brain
Most nights I'm sittin in my room with a knife
Pressed against the skin I begin to slice.
But one night I was lookin through my dads shit for a
roach clip
What I found was a loaded 5th.
Two clips next to it time to do it.
Put it up to my head I wanna be through it.
But I said fuck that and I held the chrome
And said I am not gonna die alone.

CHORUS X1

Today is the day the time has come
With the gun in my hand I'm completely numb
Before anybody knew I had entered the room
I aimed for the Dean and shot with a boom
Used to tell me that I was a bad kid
I guess that I am look at what I did.
Dieing slowly bloods on the ground
People are screaming I laugh at the sound
Turn around and I see the Prom Queen Carrie
Popular and real pretty
She was at the head of like every committee
But I guess that meant she could treat me shitty.
Not today bitch you left me faithless
Now it's my turn Ima leave you faceless.
Begging for her life but I shot too soon
Bet her head pop like a balloon
(Die bitch! )
Then I looked up and I'm seein Andrew
Head of the popular asshole crew.
Put one in his head and I just kept blasting.



(My name is Max and it isn't faggot! )
Oh my God that felt so good.
Who am I kiddin I knew that it would.
Can't waste time there's a lot to be done.
Retribution with a barrel of a gun.
So I start runnin to the lockers in a dean wing
Ready to do some horrible things
Teachers assumes gets lost in the mass
Of the killing in front of security cameras.
Sick laughter is clearly heard
Following gun shots and retchful words
Kept running for a bitch till I heard some crying
Kicked down the door to see what's behind it
Found exactly what I needed to see
The terrible three Marissa, Jennie, Maggie
When she started crying saying sorry and stuff
Gun whipped them bitches and screamed
(Shut the fuck up! )
You know why I'm doin this why you surprised?
It really don't matter though time to die
Put a shot in Marrissa and her throat exploded
Bled for a bit then her body folded.
Maggie was lucky she died in an instant
Two head shots in a point five distance
Not Jennie, no she died real slow
Pulled a knife from my coat and I opened her throat
I laughed cause I watched her bleed and drop
Then all the sudden surrounded by cops
I turned around and put the gun to my brain
This is the day you remember my name.
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